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TALKING

funky taurus

GESAMTKUNSTWERK

With hat, sunglasses and brightly painted nails on the go:
Funky Taurus presents her new CD
"The Brooklyn UFO" .You know the black hip-hop, funk and soul scene and stands with the likes of Snoop
Dog (middle picture) or George Clinton on you and you.

Trademarks of Funky Taurus
Trademarks of Funky Taurus
are her big hat, its monstrous Sunglasses and their long and brightly painted nails.The Hanoverian is a musician,Producer, fashion designer, photographer and
Businesswoman - but especially a dazzling Person.
In conversation with the STADTKIND she speaks about her friendship with P-Funk Legend George Clinton, her hat collection
and the theory of relativity.
Tuesday, June 3rd 2014, 9:30 am outdoor terrace Courtyard hotels: undisturbed idyll at mâché. The sun is shining, the birds chirping and a few joggers make
their rounds. Nothing unusual this springlike morning, everything absolutely normal. Only this blue plush hat is striking;and these claw-like fingernails - last in
seen a similar form in the late eighties when American sprinter Florence Griffith Joyner. Funky Taurus attracts attention themselves. The shrill appearance is
the hallmark of Hanoverian, which brought her hometown to prominence and kept the newspapers, magazines and TV stations also
transregional busy : with outrageous outfits and stories about her George Clinton Connection. The encounter with the music legend from America they have a
decisive influence, says the slim and petite woman with her figure like a 20-year-old girl looks. The Pioneer of radio and head of the bands Parliament and
Funkadelic she met backstage at a festival in Holland: "George saw me, looked at the fingernails and said: Baby, what's going on "After this meetings Funky
Taurus was invited by Clinton to Detroit,to live there with him in his family and was allowed to accompany him to produce in the studio. In the course of the
years she met many heroes of black Funk and Soul community as Bootsy Collins, James Brown, Prince, Snoop Dog and Cameo. "I know the whole baggage," she
says and thinks the big gangsta rapper, hiphop Musicians and Soul artists - the evil Boy stuff.
Contact with Clinton is to today intact, and Funky Taurus has now many tracks with him "We understand each other great, and we release on my label "she summarizes her artist's
creative Workflow together. Over the pond the two are always connected via Internet and telephone. "I send him compositions of mine, and he adds his voice on it. Or we make a
joint Production . "Love or Sex - how else usual with groupies - had never been in the game. "Love is somehow not my thing. The comes and goes and is too boring in the long
run. I consider myself constantly what I really find great and what has no expiration date. " No expiration date has for her, for example, the funk and soul music that in a small
Studio in Vahrenwald she composes and produces in the sortedCategory Funky glitchhop / Avantgarde. If Funky Taurus gets going, there's no closing time.
"I know I lot of people who cannot stand my Energy and tempo and they are all happy, when they see me from behind, "says the blond-haired woman. She usually gets up in the
morning at 4 o'clock and is in the pool not later than 6 am and was "three times around the Block before others get up. " limitations of any kind, be they professional or spiritual in
nature, are far away from her. She wants to be free - in work and at ther own pace. "Others have always been too slow for me. George is the first person I've ever known
working the 24 hours straight as the same identical Person in various fields without brakes. " For her always new projects Funky Taurus does not need too much: Her voice, a
great micro, a laptop and various music programs satisfy her quickly To produce, record and mix her new tracks : "The rest is a head thing. "Six CDs are now available, and
productions she sells on download platforms like Amazon, iTunes and Spotify. There is also her previously best-known track "E = mc²" to hear - a tribute to the theory of relativity
and the physicist Stephen Hawking. Her fashion line is also available via the Internet. 2011 also was the first eyewear collection Funky Taurus.
Hats she creates since a Decade: Those who look for opulent, elegant and unusual Design Creations for a trip to the Racecourses eg: Neue Bult, will find those.
The Hanoverian who is riding since childhoodis often seen at racetrack to meet prominents like RTL TV Star Talker Frauke Ludowig to Smalltalk. Funky Taurus, the legal name
she does not want to reveal, and has worked as a translator quite leads a normal life, just does not like restrictions. Lone Obstacle in everyday life are her fingernails, which in over
the years, have become increasingly longer. But they disturb rare. "What's already everyday? Eat, drink and sleep. Otherwise I'm working mentally, "says the artist who is
looking forward to their next encounter with George Clinton on 27 July in the Dutch Club Paradiso is pleased. Will she actually be there with the music icon
to stand on the stage? And: Is Funky Taurus a international star or rather the most eccentric Groupie since Cynthia Plaster Caster?
To put her in a box like that is impossible – this Woman - neither cares about age nor concrete data regarding life goals such as home, farm and family matter to her.
The question of whether she actually makes a bunch of money with her art to earn her livelihood, remains unanswered.
But the fact is: Funky Taurus is so
iridescent like a bird of paradise shining like a silver fish. And: Funky Taurus somehow brings everything easily under one roof.
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